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ABSTRACT

Data quality is critical for many information-intensive applications. One of the best opportunities to improve data quality
is during entry. U SHER provides a theoretical, data-driven
foundation for improving data quality during entry. Based
on prior data, U SHER learns a probabilistic model of the dependencies between form questions and values. Using this
information, U SHER maximizes information gain. By asking the most unpredictable questions first, U SHER is better
able to predict answers for the remaining questions. In this
paper, we use U SHER’s predictive ability to design a number of intelligent user interface adaptations that improve data
entry accuracy and efficiency. Based on an underlying cognitive model of data entry, we apply these modifications before,
during and after committing an answer. We evaluated these
mechanisms with professional data entry clerks working with
real patient data from six clinics in rural Uganda. The results show that our adaptations has the potential to reduce
error (by up to 78%), with limited effect on entry time (varying between -14% and +6%). We believe this approach has
wide applicability for improving the quality and availability
of data, which is increasingly important for decision-making
and resource allocation.
H5.2 [Information interfaces and presentation]: User Interfaces - Graphical user interfaces.
ACM Classification:
General terms:

Design, Experimentation, Human Factors
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INTRODUCTION

In today’s world, says Carl Malamud, “information is a form
of infrastructure; no less important to our modern life than
our roads, electrical grid or water systems” [7]. As such, we
should be as concerned about the quality of our information,
as we are about our roads, water and power. Data quality is
especially important for critical applications like health care,
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Figure 1: (1) drop down split-menu promotes the most
likely items (2) text field ranks autocomplete suggestions by likelihood (3) radio buttons highlights promote
most likely labels (4) warning message appears when
an answer is a multivariate outlier.

where even a single error can have drastic consequences.
One of the best opportunities to improve data quality is during entry. Data entry is ubiquitous — organizations all over
the world rely on clerks to transcribe information from paper forms into supposedly authoritative databases. However,
many smaller organizations, particularly those operating in
the developing world, struggle with maintaining high quality during transcription. Part of the reason is because they
lack expertise in form design, failing to correctly specify field
constraints and other validation logic. They also lack the resources needed for performing double entry — the standard
practice of entering data twice to validate the results; or even
for doing post hoc data cleaning. For low-resource organizations, data entry is the first and best opportunity to address
data quality.
U SHER provides a theoretical, data-driven foundation for improving data quality during entry [10]. Based on prior data,
U SHER learns a probabilistic model of the dependencies between form questions and values. Using this information,

U SHER reorders questions to maximize information gain. By
asking the most unpredictable questions first, U SHER is better able to predict answers for the remaining questions.
The theoretical basis for U SHER’s multivariate predictive
model is discussed in [10], along with a set of simulation
results demonstrating its accuracy on two sample data sets.
In this paper, we use U SHER’s predictive ability to design a
number of intelligent user interface adaptations that can directly improve data entry accuracy and efficiency. We evaluated each of these mechanisms with professional data entry
clerks working with real patient data from six clinics in rural Uganda. The results show that our adaptations have the
potential to improve entry accuracy: for radio buttons, the error rates decreased by 54-78%; for other widget types, error
rates fell in a pattern of improvement, but were not statistically significant. The impact of our adaptations on entry cost
(time) varied between -14% to +6%.
The specific adaptations we tested include: 1) setting defaults
corresponding to highly likely answers, 2) dynamically reordering and highlighting other likely options, and 3) providing automatic warnings when the user has entered an unlikely value. The first technique changes an entry task to a
confirmation task, which we show has the potential to significantly improve accuracy and efficiency. The second approach guides the user towards more likely values, and away
from unlikely ones, which we show further improves accuracy. Finally, by warning the user about particularly unlikely
values, we approximate double entry at a fraction of the cost.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In the next
section, we discuss related work. Next, we introduce U SHER
— the probabilistic foundation of this work. In the fourth
section, we provide a cognitive model of data entry based on
our contextual inquiry, and in the fifth section we use that to
motivate a number of specific intelligent user interface adaptations. In the sixth section we present the experimental setup
for our evaluation, and in the seventh section we describe the
results. Lastly, we conclude and discuss future work.

to one of apportioning friction [18] in proportion with answer
likelihood.
Multivariate outlier detection is used for post hoc data cleaning, where data is “cleaned” after it resides in a database [18].
Our approach is similar, except we weed outliers using adaptive feedback mechanisms during entry, when it is often still
possible to correct the error directly.
Improving Data Entry Efficiency

Cockburn et al. modeled the performance of menu interfaces
as control mechanisms [11]. They offer insight on the transition from novice to expert behavior. We focus on a wider
class of input interfaces for expert entry.
There have been several efforts to improve data input with
modeling and interface adaptation [8, 10, 19, 23, 30, 33, 34,
35, 37]. Most of these have only provided simulation results
of predictive accuracy and improvements in efficiency.
Ali and Meek discuss a variety of intelligent approaches to
suggest auto-complete values in text fields for web forms to
improve the speed of entry [8]. Yu et al. generated typeahead suggestions for collecting conservation data on mobile devices based on the location of the user [37]. Hermens and Schlimmer set default values in form fields using
decision trees [19]. Warren et al worked with medical doctors entering diagnosis information into an electronic medical record [33, 34, 35]. They trained models on drugs and
diagnoses to automatically populate a “hotlist” of potential
drug choices for the provider. Their models rely only on bivariate relationships between a drug and a single diagnosis.
All these works were primarily concerned with improving
data entry efficiency. While we have adapted several of
the specific widgets they have described (setting defaults
and ranking auto-complete suggestions), our primary goal is
demonstrating improvement in bottom-line accuracy.
Adaptive User Interfaces

The literature on adaptive user interfaces discusses feedback
mechanisms’ behavioral predictability, cognitive complexity,
cost of being wrong, predictive accuracy, and the users ability
In this section we summarize the major areas of related work:
to opt-out of an adaptation [16]. These guidelines were usemanaging data quality, improving data entry efficiency, and
ful for framing our system. We also explored some specific
designing dynamic, adaptive user interface widgets.
adaptive widget types discussed in this literature, namely
split or ephemeral selection boxes, and enlarging the clickManaging Data Quality
Best practices for form design include specifying pre-determined able area for more likely options [14, 27, 31, 36].
constraints to reject or warn the user when they enter illeA DATA-DRIVEN FOUNDATION FOR ADAPTIVE FORMS
gal or unlikely values [32]. More sophisticated survey deU SHER is a data-driven foundation for adapting data entry
sign techniques involve inserting additional cross-validation
questions to double-check the accuracy of important fields [17]. forms. The theoretical basis of U SHER’s predictive model
was discussed in [10]. Here, we summarize the aspects releFor example, adding a “birth-year” question to cross-validate
vant to this paper.
“age”.
RELATED WORK

A standard practice in electronic form design is to set binary
constraints that accept or reject an answer. Consider the example of using red highlighting to denote that an invalid answer has been rejected, post entry. In essence, the entry task
is parameterized with 0% likelihood for the invalid value, a
special case of our approach. With finer-grained probabilities
during entry, we generalize the practice of setting constraints

A Model for Any Form

The goal of an U SHER model is simple: given a subset of
answers for a form, accurately predict values for the unanswered questions. As shown in Figure 2, the model learns
from previously entered form instances to improve entry in
the future. The model itself is a Bayesian network over a
form that captures the relationships between form questions

conditioned on entered values using the Junction Tree Algorithm [9].
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Improving the predictive accuracy of the model allows for
more effective feedback mechanisms. During data entry,
the order of questions in a form will greatly influence the
model’s predictive accuracy. We give an intuitive analogy:
in the child’s game twenty-questions, a responder thinks of
a concept, like “airplane”, and an asker can ask 20 yes-no
questions to identify the concept. Considering the space of
all possible questions to ask, the asker’s success is vitally related to question selection and ordering — the asker wants
to choose a question that cuts through the space of possibilities the most quickly. For example, the canonical opening
question, “is it bigger than a breadbox?” has a high level of
expected information gain — measured as information entropy.
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Figure 2: U SHER components, data flow and probabilistic model: Above are U SHER system components
and data artifacts, with arrows showing data flow; zoom
circle shows the Bayesian network learned from data.

based on prior data. Learning these relationships for an arbitrary form is the first step for building this model. The naive
approach would assume compete dependence of each field
on all other fields, but such an approach could lead to both
poor predictions and slow queries. Instead, U SHER learns
relationships using a standard machine learning technique
called structure learning [21]. Form designers can also specify a priori relationships and constraints to be included in the
model. In Figure 2, we can see the Bayesian network generated for the data set that we used for the evaluation described
later in this paper.
U SHER estimates the parameters of the network by calculating, for each field, a conditional probability table, which
holds the proportion of each possible answer value, given
each possible assignment of parent values. To prevent the
case of insufficient data causing zero probabilities and overfitting, parameter estimates are smoothed. Using this model,
we infer a probability distribution for unanswered form questions given answered ones. More specifically, U SHER calculates marginal distributions over sets of random variables

For forms, U SHER can calculate the entropy for each field
and automatically create a question ordering, within userspecified constraints, that gains information as quickly as
possible. This will allow U SHER to provide better predictions for later questions. Again, we allow human form designers to specify any required ordering or grouping constraints. From a user perspective, asking questions with high
information gain first will be more likely to avoid the typical
pitfalls of repetitive work, where the user’s interest is known
to wane over time [22].
U SHER provides two different algorithms for question ordering: static and dynamic. The dynamic ordering picks the next
best question at runtime, by conditioning the model on actual
observed answers. This approach is suitable for direct electronic data entry, for example when mobile devices are used
for field data collection [28]. In contrast, the static ordering
is based on expected conditional entropies before entry and
is therefore calculated offline. An organization that relies on
paper forms that are later transcribed would have a difficult
time arbitrarily re-ordering fields, as data entry clerks rely on
the strict correspondence between the paper and digital versions. In this case, they can periodically re-order the questions on the paper and digital versions of the form based on
the static ordering. It is also important to note that reordering fields is entirely optional. An U SHER model can provide
predictions given any form ordering.
OPPORTUNITIES FOR ADAPTATION

Figure 3 provides a simplified representation of the major
physical and/or mental tasks involved in data entry. This cognitive model was derived based on our own observation of
professional data entry clerks. It also assumes that the user is
transcribing data from paper into an electronic equivalent.
• First, the user acquires question nature by looking at the
screen for the question number, text, data type, widget
type, etc.
• Then, the user searches for this question on the paper form
to acquire the answer from the source and memorize it.
• Next, the user tries to locate the answer on screen. This
may require a visual scan (for radio button widgets), scrolling
and scanning (for drop down menus), or a set of individual
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ADAPTIVE FEEDBACK FOR DATA ENTRY

In this section, we propose a specific set of adaptive feedback mechanisms that leverage U SHER’s predictive capability, and describe how they were iteratively refined through
user observation and discussion.
Design Process
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Figure 4: Two of our study participants.

Figure 3: A cognitive task model for data entry. The
vertical spans, on the right, show opportunities for dynamic adaptation.

keystrokes, each separated by a visual scan (for text fields
with autocomplete).
• The user commits the answer after finding it, typically with
a single physical operation, such as clicking on the “Next”
button.
• The user may also review answer after commit.
Each of these stages creates its own opportunities to improve
data entry accuracy and efficiency. In this paper, we discuss
how intelligent interface adaptation can:
1. Before entry, allow the user to preview likely answers, or
to convert an entry task to a confirmation task.
2. During entry, help the user locate the correct answer on the
screen, and reduce the effort required to enter more likely
values.
3. After entry, warn the user to review their answer if it is
likely to be incorrect.
Before and during entry, we want to decrease the time and
cognitive effort required for transferring an answer from paper, to reduce the possibility that the answer is lost from
short-term memory in that period. In contrast, after entry,
we want to increase the time and cognitive effort spent to
verify the answer’s correctness. Toward these goals, we can
use U SHER’s fine-grained probabilities, in each stage of entry, to tune the amount of friction in the input interface in
proportion with answer likelihood.

To design appropriate feedback mechanisms, we worked closely
over a period of three months with a team of professional
data entry clerks working for an international health and research program in Uganda. The purpose of the design phase
was two-fold: (1) acclimate users to our electronic forms implementation, so we could ignore any learning effects during
the evaluation, and (2) leverage the clerks’ experience and
knowledge to design a better set of feedback mechanisms.
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Figure 5: Alternative designs for radio button feedback:
(1) radio buttons with bar-chart overlay. (2) radio buttons with scaled labels.

Working together, we made many interesting design observations. We include a few of those here:
• Any feedback we provide should be part of the user’s
mandatory visual path, by which we mean the locations on
the screen where the user must look to complete the task.
We learned this by experimenting with alternative designs
that did not conform to this guideline (on the left side of
Figure 5). The more visually complicated design yielded
no significant improvement in terms of accuracy. The users
explained that because the bar-charts were laid out beside
the label, they did not have time to consult them. This is
consistent with our observation that it is important to minimize the time between answer acquisition from paper and
confirmation in the interface.

• Entry should not depend on semantic understanding of
questions and answers. Through conversation with data
entry clerks, we concluded that there is no time for this
type of processing. The users commented that they see,
but do not think about the meaning of the answer they are
transcribing. This is consistent with the difference between
pattern recognition and cognition, where the latter involves
potentially expensive access to long-term memory [13].
• The visual layout of the form and individual questions
should remain consistent. We experimented with an alternative radio button feedback mechanism that scaled each
option in proportion with the value’s likelihood, as shown
on the right side of Figure 5. The users felt this mechanism was “annoying”. This is consistent with prior work
that discusses the importance of physical consistency in
adaptive graphical user interfaces [16].
• Feedback should not depend on timed onset. Timed interaction techniques like ephemeral adaptation [14] can
be effective in other selection contexts. However, for a
repetitive, time-sensitive task like data entry, the delay-foraccuracy tradeoff is frustrating.
• Feedback should be accurate. Specifically, when warnings
or defaults are triggered too frequently, these mechanisms
feel untrustworthy. One user complained about this in our
early trials, saying that the “computer is trying to fool me.”
Indeed, Gajos et al. found that user behavior can change
based on predictive accuracy [15].
Feedback Mechanisms

Here we present the adaptive feedback mechanisms that we
implemented and tested based on user feedback from early
trials. These mechanisms are shown in Figure 1.
• defaults: A default is automatically set when the expected
likelihood of a value is above a threshold t. In our evaluation, we set this threshold to 75% for binary radio buttons.
• widgets: We implemented a set of feedback mechanisms
for specific widget types.
– text autocomplete: The ordering of autocomplete suggestions are changed from an alphabetical ordering to
a likelihood-based ordering. For example, in Figure 1,
“Asiimwe” is a popular name in Uganda, and so is ranked
first, even though it is not alphabetically first.
– drop down: A split-menu is added to the top of the menu,
copying the most likely k answer choices. In Figure 1,
the most conditionally likely parishes are in the splitmenu.
– radio: k radio button labels are highlighted according to
the likelihood of the answers. After trying a few alternative designs (Figure 5), we decided to simply scale the
opacity of the highlights according to a log2 -scale [26].
• warnings: A warning message is shown to the user when
the likelihood of their answer is below some threshold t.
In our evaluation, we set this threshold to 5% for binary
choice radio buttons.

tivated, and the widget mechanisms require an integer number of potentially highlighted or promoted items k. We also
need to map each form question to the appropriate widget
and feedback type. In this section, we discuss how we set
these parameters.
Mapping of form questions to widgets
is driven by the observation that both visual bandwidth and
short-term memory are limited to a small number (7 ± 2)
of distinct items [25, 26]. When this number is exceeded,
the potential for user error increases [24]. We mapped questions to widgets based on domain size: for questions with
answer domain that could be shown all at once (domain size
D ≤ 23 ), we decided to use radio buttons; for questions with
answer domain that could reasonably fit in a scrolling menu
(D ≤ 26 ), we chose drop down menus; and for questions
with any larger answer domain, we decided on autocompleting text fields.
Mapping to widgets

We want the triggering threshold t for defaults and warnings to vary appropriately with the domain
size. We formalize this simple notion as follows, with domain size D and a constant a:

When to trigger?

t = a/D, a > 0
Observe that when a = 1, the threshold t is set to the likelihood of a value in the uniform distribution. For example,
we can set a = 1.5 for defaults so that an answer to a binary question needs > 75% confidence to trigger setting the
default value. Similarly, if we set a = 0.1 for warnings, a
warning will be given when the chosen answer has < 5%
confidence.
We verified this notion with
a baseline experiment in which the data clerks entered randomly picked dictionary words. We varied the number of
options (feedback positions) shown in our three widget types,
found that feedback position k to be strongly related to both
error rate (R2 > 0.88)) and entry duration (R2 > 0.76). We
use this intuition and specify k as follows:
How many values to show?

k = min(7, ceiling(logb (D)), b > 1
The constant 7 is the maximum visual channel size; the log
base b is a constant; D is the question’s answer domain cardinality. For instance, we can set b = 3.
Table 1 shows a range of answer cardinalities and resulting
number of feedback positions as determined by our parameterization heuristics.
USER STUDY

To evaluate these adaptive, data-driven feedback mechanisms,
we conducted an experimental study measuring improvements in accuracy and efficiency in a real-world data entry
environment.

Feedback Parameterization

Context and Participants

As mentioned above, we parameterize each feedback mechanism with the question’s conditional probability distribution
over the answer domain. In addition, defaults and warnings
require a threshold t to determine whether they should be ac-

To conduct this research, we collaborated with a health facility in a village called Ruhiira, in rural Uganda. Ruhiira
is actively supported by the Millennium Villages Project [1]
(MVP). MVP conducts multi-pronged interventions in health,

Domain size
2
4
8
16
32
64
128
256
512
> 1024

# feedback pos.
1
2
3
3
4
5
5
6
7
7

Widget
radio button
radio button
radio. or drop down
drop down
drop down
drop down or autocomp.
autocomp.
autocomp.
autocomp.
autocomp.

Table 1: Example answer domain cardinalities map to
the number of appropriate feedback positions and the
appropriate data entry widget.

agriculture, education and infrastructure to reduce poverty in
Sub-Saharan Africa. The MVP health team in Ruhiira (also
serving six surrounding villages), implemented an OpenMRS [6] electronic medical record system (EMR), but lack
the resources and expertise necessary to ensure data quality in EMR data entry. To address these limitations, we
are working closely with the health facility management and
staff to design both long-term and short-term strategies for
improving data quality and use.
The six study participants were professional data entry clerks
working at this facility, entering health information on a daily
basis. These are the same clerks that we observed to obtain
the insights described in prior sections. Prior to the study,
each of them became proficient with our electronic forms interface.
Forms and Data

Widget type
radio button
drop down
autocomplete

# questions
21
4
5

Answer domain sizes
2-5
6-8
>100

Table 2: “Adult Outpatient” form and dataset questions.

Data and forms came directly from the health facility’s EMR.
For this evaluation, we used a form that is filled out during
an adult outpatient visit. We randomly sampled 3388 patient
visits to train an U SHER model. From the form, we removed
the questions that are rarely answered, such as those related
to medications that are not actively stocked. About half of
the questions we chose described patient demographics and
health background, while the rest asked about symptoms,
laboratory tests, diagnoses and prescriptions. We mapped
the questions to widgets according to answer domain size,
specified in Table 1. More details about the data set can be
found in Table 2.
An USHER Model for Patient Visits

The zoom circle in Figure 2 graphically depicts the U SHER
model resulting from structure learning on this patient visit
dataset. The edges denote correlations between pairs of variables.
After learning the model’s parameters from our dataset, we
conducted a simulation experiment to evaluate its predictive

Figure 6: Results of the ordering experiment: x-axis
measures the number of questions “entered”; y-axis
plots the percentage of remaining answers correctly
predicted.

accuracy under 4 different question orderings: static, dynamic, original and random. Our experiment simulated a
scenario in which a data entry clerk does not finish entering a form. In Figure 6, the x-axis represents the question
position at which entry was interrupted. At each stopping
point, we use the model to predict the answers for the rest of
the questions. The y-axis shows the resulting accuracy. We
see that the original ordering does better than random, but
underperforms U SHER’s optimized information-theoretic orderings. The evaluation described in the next section is based
on a static ordering.
System

We built a web application using Java Servlets and Adobe
Flex (see Figure 2). This included a Java implementation
of U SHER, running inside a J2EE application server. The
U SHER model was built offline and summarized in a Bayesian
Inference File (BIF) format, instantiated as a singleton upon
request from the client. The optimized question ordering was
captured in an XML form specification, which included details like question ordering, question labels, data types, widget types and answer domains.
During data entry, the web form interface collected an answer from the user and submitted it to the U SHER model.
The model then calculated the conditional probability distribution for the next question, resulting in likelihood values for
each possible choice. These probabilities were embedded in
a XML question fragment that was rendered by the clientside code, which prompted the user to answer the next question. All adaptive feedback mechanisms were implemented
within this client-side code.

Task

Accuracy

A set of 120 test form instances were randomly drawn from
the EMR. These instances were withheld from the training
set used to build the model described in the previous section. We printed out these form instances on paper. To more
closely mimic a real form, we used a cursive “script” font in
the printout for answers that are typically handwritten. The
electronic forms were presented to the user as a web table
with 120 links. During the study, participants were instructed
to click each link, enter the form serial number printed at the
top of the form, and to perform data entry as they normally
do for each form.

To analyze the impact on entry accuracy, a mixed effect generalized linear analysis of variance (ANOVA) model was fitted using SAS procedure PROC GLIMMIX for determining
the effect of feedback types. A Bernoulli distribution with
logit link was specified for modeling the binary response
of correct/incorrect entry for each question. The model included widget type, feedback type, and their interaction as
fixed effects, and the participants as a random effect for accounting for the variation between testers. Dunnetts correction was applied to adjust for multiple-comparisons against
the plain feedback variation.

Procedure

The study was set up as follows: participants sat at a desk
and transcribed answers. Participants used their existing data
entry client machines: low-power PCs running Windows XP
with 256MB of RAM, and a full-sized keyboard and mouse.
Each PC had an attached 12” color LCD display. The clients
connected via LAN to a “server” that we provided: a dualcore, 2.2 GHz MacBook Pro laptop with 4G of RAM. To mitigate power concerns, we relied on existing solar power and
a gasoline generator. Besides this, the working conditions
were arguably not too different from that of any cramped office setting.
We conducted the study in 2 sessions, in the morning and afternoon of a single day. All six clerks were available for both
entry sessions. In each session, participants entered as many
form instances as they could. Ideally, we wanted the data
clerks to treat the study like their normal work. As such, we
employed an incentive scheme to pay piece-meal (500 USH
or 0.25 USD per form) for each form entered. We also constrained the cumulative time allotted to enter all the forms.
We felt this most closely matched the clerks’ current incentive structure.
Our primary experimental variation was the type of feedback
mechanism employed: defaults, widgets, warnings and plain
(meaning no adaptive feedback). For each form entered, one
of these four variants was chosen randomly by the system.
For setting default values, we set t = 1.5/D. For example,
when making a binary choice, if the most likely answer has
likelihood > 0.75, we set that answer to be the default value.
For triggering warnings, we set t = 0.1/D. For example,
when making a binary choice, if the likelihood is less then
0.05, we trigger a warning dialog.
For each question that was answered, we collected the following information: answer, correct answer, duration, and
feedback provided for each possible answer option. At the
end of the experiment, the data clerks each filled out a survey
about their experience with the system.
RESULTS

In total, we collected 14,630 question answers from 408 form
instances. The 4 feedback types were randomly assigned
across form instances, with the Widgets type receiving double weighting: the sample sizes were plain 84, defaults 79,
warnings 88, and widgets 157. In this section, we present the
results of this evaluation.

The effect of adaptive feedback mechanisms on error rate are
summarized and compared to plain at both the overall level
(Table 3) and by each widget type (Table 4). Each error rate
shown was estimated by its least square mean.
Tables 3 shows the error rates of each feedback mechanism,
and compare each experimental mechanism to plain (using
a one-tail test for lower error rate than that of plain). The
widget and warning mechanisms improved quality by 52.2%
and 56.1%, with marginal significance. The improvement by
the defaults mechanism was not statistically significant.
Feedback type
plain
defaults
widgets
warnings

Error rate
1.04%
0.82%
0.50%
0.45%

vs. plain
-21.0%
-52.2%
-56.1%

Adj. p-value
0.497
0.097
0.069

Table 3: Mean error rates for each feedback variation
(across all widget types) and comparisons to the plain
control-variation.

Breaking down the results by widget type leads to more statistically significant findings. Table 4 shows accuracy results for each of the autocompete, drop down and radio buttons widget types. Each feedback mechanism improves accuracy in form fields with radio button widgets: the highlighted radio button label (widgets) and the warnings mechanisms achieve 75% and 78% respective decreases in error
%, with statistical significance. The defaults mechanism was
marginally significant with a 53% decrease in error %.
As expected, the error rate tended to increase with the size of
the answer domain for each widget. For the drop down and
autocomplete widgets, we observed some improvements in
accuracy, although given the rarity of errors, statistical significance was not observed due to the limited number of trials and participants.1 Table 2 shows that there were fewer
questions in the original form that mapped to these widget
types. In general, studying rare events like data entry errors
requires a very large number of trials before any effect can
be observed. We further discuss the challenges inherent in
studying entry errors below.
Correct vs. Incorrect feedback

We want to investigate the impact of incorrect feedback, We
define correct as when the true answer is set as a default or
1 The drop down widget with defaults feedback was the only trial that resulted in an error rate higher than than of plain. A separate two-tail test
showed that this difference was also not significant (p = 0.65).

Widget type
radio button

drop down

autocomplete

Feedback Type
plain
defaults
widgets
warnings
plain
defaults
widgets
warnings
plain
defaults
widgets
warnings

Error rate
0.99%
0.46%
0.25%
0.22%
0.47%
1.09%
0.26%
0.23%
2.37%
1.09%
1.85%
1.85%

vs. plain

Adj. p-value

-53.04%
-74.77%
-77.89%

0.0769
0.0005
0.0034

130.45%
-44.50%
-51.19%

0.9645
0.5041
0.5055

-54.24%
-21.98%
-21.92%

0.2118
0.5135
0.5494

# wrong / # total
22/1760
9/1659
10/3297
5/1846
2/334
4/316
2/628
1/350
10/336
4/316
14/628
8/352

Table 4: Mean error rates for each widget type with break down by feedback type; as well, comparisons to the plain
control-variation.

included as one of the k promoted choices, and when the
user is warned after entering an actually incorrect answer.
We define incorrect as the converse of this, and ignore cases
when there is no adaptive feedback. To do so, we fit a similar
ANOVA model as above for each feedback type, but with one
exception: warnings feedback given on correctly entered values (false positives) exhibited a 0% error rate, which caused
anomalous model estimates. Instead, for the warnings variation, we used Fisher’s exact test to determine statistical significance. Analysis results are shown in Table 5.
Feedback type.
defaults
widgets
warning

Error rate: feedback
correct incorrect *
0.10%
10.97%
0.28%
0.84%
52.94%
0.00%

Adj. p-value
0.0001
0.0171
0.0001

Table 5: Error rate when the feedback mechanism is
correct versus when it is incorrect. Each comparison
between correct and incorrect feedback is statistically
significant (adjusted p < 0.05).

For each experimental variation, as expected, we see that
when the feedback mechanism promotes the correct answer,
the observed error rate is quite low for defaults: 0.1%, and
widgets: 0.28%. As well, the error rate is quite high for
warnings: 53%. For warnings, when feedback is correct,
that is, a wrong answer is “caught” by the warning mechanism, the observed 53% error rate means that 47% of these
potential errors were corrected. This may seem less than optimal, but given the low baseline error rate, a warning is much
more likely to be a false positive for an unlikely answer than
an actual input error. In our evaluation, we invoked warnings
when the entered answer had less then a 10%/D likelihood,
and still only 8.7% of the warnings were issued in the case
of actual user error. Given such a large number of false positives, and the low baseline error rate, even catching half of
the errors during the warning phase can significantly improve
data quality.
When the feedback mechanism promotes an incorrect answer
(a false positive), the results are quite different across feedback mechanisms. For defaults, incorrect feedback mean that
a wrong value is pre-set while the user acquires the question
nature. In this situation, the observed error rate is an order of

magnitude higher than in the plain experiment. Indeed, this
is the reason why defaults do not perform as well as the other
feedback mechanisms. The result suggests that when users
are presented with an automatic commitment to an incorrect
value, then tend to accept it. Two things are happening: 1)
when defaults are set, the user is primed with a candidate answer prior to the acquire answer from source step, causing
a potential for confusion; 2) defaults transform an entry task
into a confirmation task, which is easier (next Subsection),
but more error prone.
The impact of incorrect feedback for widgets, on the other
hand, is negligible: we can see that incorrect feedback does
not increase the error rate much beyond the plain baseline.
These during-entry adaptations stay within the locate answer
on screen stage, and leaves the user to commit to an answer
each time. 2
When warnings give incorrect feedback, users receive false
alarms on correctly entered values. Observe that the error
rate in this situation is 0%. It would appear that users, having
committed to a value, are unlikely to change it on a false
alarm.
Effort

Feedback type
plain
defaults
warnings
widgets

Duration (sec)
2.812
2.420
2.995
2.787

vs plain

Adj. p-value

-13.93%
6.49%
-0.89%

0.0001
0.0001
0.8391

Table 6: Mean time per question (seconds, estimated
by least square mean), and comparison to plain variation, for each experimental variation.

The effect of our feedback mechanisms on the amount of
time required to answer a question is summarized in Table 6. A mixed effect ANOVA model with the same fixed and
random effects as described in the Accuracy subsection was
used to compare the duration between feedback types. We
observe that defaults led to a 14% faster average question
completion time. We did not observe a statistically significant difference for widgets. Both results are in accordance
2 By this logic, the only reason not to provide even more feedback is to
maintain user trust.

with our goal of reducing the time required to go from paper to electronic. In the warnings experiments, we expected
a slow-down, and found a small (6%) statistically significant
increase in effort. The key conclusion is that our adaptive
feedback mechanisms can moderately affect the amount of
time required to enter a form, and each adaptation comes
with a particular exchange rate when trading off effort vs.
quality.
DISCUSSION
Every Error Counts

a contextual inquiry to understand the source of these errors
was exceedingly difficult. It is hard to ever directly observe
an error being made, especially because the enterer is being
observed. Moreover, because the phenomenon we wanted to
observe is so rare, it meant we had to conduct many more trials to obtain statistical significance. We even experimented
with various ways of increasing the error rate (do not punish wrong answers, constrain the time even further, etc.) but
found that each of those approaches led to aberrant behavior
that was not consistent with normal data entry practice.

Our baseline plain-form gave an error rate of 1.04% . What
might this mean, given that our data is used for critical
decision-making? Consider the estimated 350-500 million
cases of malaria in 2007 [2]. Taking the low-end estimate, if
just half resulted in a clinic visit, and on the visit form, a single question recorded malaria-status, then approximately 1.8
million3 patients’ malaria status could be misrepresented in
the official records due to entry error, putting their opportunity to receive drugs, consultation or follow-up at risk. Keep
in mind that each field, on average, could have 1.8 million
mistakes. In this admittedly contrived example, our adaptive
feedback mechanisms could reduce the number of at-risk patients by more than half.

CONCLUSION

Room for improvement

Next, we plan to adapt this approach to the related problem
of conducting online surveys. Here, we will have to deal
explicitly with potential for user bias resulting from adaptive feedback. This concern is mitigated for intermediated
entry, where the person doing the entry is typically not the
same as who provides the data. We also plan to explore how
U SHER’s predictive model can be used to detect problematic
user behaviors, including detecting user fatigue and satisficing, where a respondent does just enough to satisfy form requirements, but nothing more [17]. In general, we believe
this approach has wide applicability for improving the quality and availability of all kinds of data, as it is becoming increasingly important for decision-making and resource allocation. We look forward to exploring more such applications
in future research.

Data quality is taken very seriously in the high-resource science of clinical trials, which relies heavily on the practice
of double entry [12, 20]. One study showed that doubleentry reduced the error rate by 32%, from 0.22% to 0.15%
(p < 0.09), but increased entry time by 37%, when compared to single-entry [29]. As a point of comparison, our
results demonstrate the potential for greater relative improvement in accuracy, and decrease in entry time. However, due
to the operating conditions, the error rates we observe are an
order of magnitude higher than those of the clinical trials.
We believe the error rates we observed are suppressed due
to observer-effects, and that actual error rates may be even
higher.
Generalizability

Error rates vary greatly across operating conditions, depending on various factors including work environment, incentives, user capabilities and training, as well as the specific
form questions and entry modality. We hypothesize that data
entry programs with higher error rates could benefit even
more from our approach. In particular, our approach could
be particularly good for input-constrained devices like mobile phones, where even small reductions in effort could lead
to dramatic improvements in accuracy (for example, by setting defaults or promoting likely values to the top of drop
down menus, which are notoriously difficult to use on mobile devices). In a mobile entry settings, we can also use
U SHER dynamic orderings to further improve the predictive
accuracy of the system.

We have presented a set of dynamic user interface adaptation
for improving data entry and efficiency, driven by a principled probabilistic approach. We evaluated these techniques
with real forms and data, entered by professional data entry
clerks in Ruhiira, Uganda. Our results show that these mechanisms can significantly improve data entry accuracy and efficiency. Our next step is to develop a version of this system
that can work with existing data collection software on mobile phones. We expect that a large number of ongoing mobile data collection projects in the developing world [3, 4, 5]
will benefit from this approach. Early discussions confirm
this intuition.
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